
Score Following
‣ real-time alignment of a known musical score to the 

audio signal produced by a musician playing this score
‣ to synchronise an electronic accompaniment to the per-

former (not the other way round), leaving him with all 
possibilities of expressive performance.

Measures…
‣ taken for each score event (note, trill) on candidate score 

following system’s result output
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Ground-Truth Database
‣ should cover wide range of different performances, styles, 

instruments, …
‣ should be as precise as possible (10s of ms)
‣ MIREX 2006 Database: 

‣ example at http://crca.ucsd.edu/arshia/mirex06-scofo

‣ created by fusion of various sources of information:
‣ Basis: off-line alignment system: 
‣ good but not perfect

‣ Transient Marks: 
‣ many false positives

‣ Spectrogram: 
‣ rich information for humans

‣ Audio feedback: 
‣ disambiguate hard cases

‣ All this integrated 
manually in AudioSculpt

and performance from the evaluation database. The eval-
uator then reads all alignment results, and calculates and
outputs statistics of the evaluation measures described in
section 2.

The file format definitions pertain to the performance
audio files, the score files, the reference alignment files,
and the alignment result files: For the audio files, the
AIFF and RIFF-wave standards are sufficient. The score
files pose the well known problem of a missing standard
for a score representation format that fulfills all our re-
quirements. In 2006, we used MIDI files, but already
such a simple musical event like a trill could not be ade-
quately represented in MIDI. Therefore, we defined a text
format 1 with one line per event and a fixed number of
columns. One column carries a unique ID for each event,
valid across all file types, others the score position in met-
ric and time position tsi . The reference alignment files
constitute a ground truth alignment between a score and
its performance. They reuse the score file format, replac-
ing the score time with the reference alignment time tri .
The two types of result files represent the alignment found
by a score following system between a score and a record-
ing of a performance of it. It is again based on the score
file format, with first the estimated event onset time in tei
and second the reporting time relative to the performance
audio file tdi at the place of tsi .

4 GROUND TRUTH DATABASE

The database of ground truth alignments is the most valu-
able asset of the evaluation framework, and the most te-
dious to assemble. Since the performance of a particular
score following system usually depends on the instrument
and the repertoire (i.e. style) of the chosen pieces it is
desirable that the reference database covers a wide range
of instruments and styles. As the usual pragmatic com-
promise, the database is constituted by contributions from
the participants in the evaluation exchange.

The current database, detailed in Table 1, has been con-
stituted by the authors and used for the first evaluation
exchange in 2006. There are various solo instruments
in the database and we have classical music as well as
contemporary music performances. An example from the
database is available on the web. 2

Piece name Composer Instrument Files Duration Events

Explosante-Fixe Boulez Flute 47 17:10 2022

Violin Sonatas Bach Violin 3 13:50 3996

K. 370 Mozart Clarinet 4 14:44 2710

Dorabella Mozart Voice 4 01:44 229

Total 58 47:38 8957

Table 1. MIREX06 Score Following Reference Database

In order to achieve high-resolution alignment, we first
gathered a database of monophonic (or slightly poly-
phonic) audio with their score, and reference alignments
that give the time-position of each note in the recordings.

1
http://www.music- ir.org/mirex2007/index.php/Score File Format

2
http://crca.ucsd.edu/arshia/mirex06-scofo/

The references can come from two sources: For sim-
ple pieces to align, the output of a score following sys-
tem itself, is precise enough to be used as reference, after
format conversion, verification, and manual correction if
necessary (see below). Although this invalidates the data
to be used for comparison of different systems because it
would confer an unfair advantage to the system generating
the data, it is useful to do regression testing of a follower,
and to measure improvements by training or changes in
the code. For more complex pieces, an existing off-line
audio-to-score alignment system based on dynamic time-
warping (DTW) [2] is used. However, even after off-line
DTW alignment, the preciseness of the segmentation is
sometimes not sufficient. For this reason, methodologies
for hand correction of the alignment results were devel-
oped, that combine the off-line alignment with transient
marks found by an onset detection algorithim, overlaid
over the spectrogram.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our evaluation methodology and framework allow for the
first time to assess the robustness and preciseness of a
score following system in a way that gives objective and
repeatable results. This enables us to track improvements
in the code, parameters, or training data sets of a score
following system, and to compare different systems.

This methodology has also been applied to a first
MIREX evaluation exchange amongst research groups
with related interests, and it will be improved and its ap-
plicability enlarged to allow more systems to be evalu-
ated and compared this year. Results of the evaluation
process defined in this paper are available through the
MIREX 2006 result page. 3 The presented evaluation
methodology could possibly be extended to other variants
of alignment such as MIDI-to-score alignment, audio-to-
audio alignment, and off-line score-to-audio alignment.
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tr
reference

te
estimation

td
detection (or reporting time)

error e = te – tr

offset o = td – tr

latency l = td – te
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File Formats
‣ see MIREX Wiki http://www.music-ir.org/mirex2007/index.php/Score_File_Format

‣ Score: text-based (MIDI to be avoided, XML not yet)
‣ Example:

 

‣ Reference: score file with performance times tr in 
onset-time column

‣ Result: text matrix
‣ Example:

event-
id

onset-
position

onset-
ms

type pitch inter-
val

duration-
beat

duration-
ms

cue-
num

stream-
id

1 1 0 note 72 0 2 4000 1 0

2 3+1/4 4500 note 60 0 0+1/4 500 2 0

3 3+3/4 5000 note 58 0 0+1/2 1000 3 0

4 3+3/4 5000 note 48 0 0+1/2 1000 0 0

event-id estimation-time te reporting time td pitch

1 112 152 72

2 5613 5623 60

3 6134 6233 58

4 6144 6233 48

Evaluation
‣ gives an indication of the quality of an alignment algo-

rithm, allows comparison of:
‣ different methods, implementations, parameters
‣ improvements gained by training

‣ only few attempts in 20 years history of score following
‣ lack of unified common framework up to MIREX 2006
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...and Metrics 
‣ miss rate pm, missalign rate pe (|e| > θ)
‣ piece completion pc (follower doesn’t hang)
‣ average latency µμl, average absolute offset µμo, 

variance of error σe, average imprecision (absolute 
error) µμe (of events with |e| < θ)


